November 2019 Updates & Reminders

COLLEGE-WIDE SLO REVISION UPDATES

Thank you to those who came to our COMmunity Hour session. At the October 9th COMmunity Hour session, we drafted revisions to the college-wide / GE SLOs. Proposed revisions can be found on the SLOAC site (http://slo.marin.edu/college-wide) and will be submitted to the Academic Senate on December 5th for review. We will begin working with departments to map the course SLOs to revised college-wide SLOs in eLUMEN this spring.

COURSE SLO ASSESSMENTS

Thank you! We’ve received almost 100% of department assessment plans for fall and the courses are ready for assessment in eLUMEN. Approximately 340 courses are set to be assessed, which will be due on December 22nd. COMmunity Hour drop-in support for eLUMEN SLO assessment is Wednesday, December 4th in AC 116. We will also have drop in days/times during finals week for eLUMEN support. If you run into any eLUMEN glitches, feel free to email Logan Wood (rwood@marin.edu) for support.

FAST-TRACKING COURSE SLO ASSESSMENTS

If you submitted a course in eLUMEN to for SLO-revision fast-tracking this fall, keep an eye on its progress through workflow to ensure it gets through by end of semester, as the fast-tracking option will end. There will be no additional opportunities for fast-tracking after this semester for course SLO-revisions.

DEGREE / CERTIFICATE SLO MAPPING

We are working with departments to map course SLOs to degree/certificate SLOs in eLUMEN this academic year. The purpose of this mapping is for departments to look at alignment of course outcomes to degree/certificate outcomes and to allow degree/certificate SLOs to be automatically assessed in eLUMEN using aggregated data from course-level SLO assessment. By end of semester, we would like to work with departments to identify if any of the current degree/certificate SLOs need revising before mapping so that we can help departments fast-track these revisions ASAP. Our next step we will be reaching out to departments to support the mapping of course to degree/certificate SLOs.